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impossible to get the same return for a given amount of effort and skill
in both places. In this respect Italy is quite different from California,
which it much resembles in other ways. The great difference is that
California has a cool coast and considerable water for irrigation even in
its southern portion.
Spain and Portugal
In Spain, just as in Italy, there is a marked contrast between the north,
with good crops and a good deal of manufacturing, and the south, with
poor crops and little manufacturing. The reason is largely the same,
namely, fairly cool and rainy summers in the north, long hot dry ones
in the south.
So far as the form of the land is concerned Italy and Spain are quite
different. The Iberian Peninsula, which includes both Spain and Portugal,
is almost like a little continent with young high mountains on both north
and south. In the north the huge Pyrenees, which separate France and
Spain, are continued westward in the Cantabrian Mountains. On the
south the equally lofty Sierra Nevada (11,400 feet at its highest) rises
steeply from the coast east of Gibraltar. Between these two mountain
ranges the peninsula consists of a high plateau from which rise many
minor mountain ranges. The place where the plateau begins to break
down toward the west has for centuries determined the location of the
boundary between Spain and Portugal. In the center of the plateau,
where the relatively flat parts spread out widely, we find Madrid, the
capital. In two places broad valleys penetrate deeply into the plateau.
There we find the only other inland cities of the first rank, namely
Seville, far to the southwest among the vast olive groves of the valley
of the Guadalquivir River, and Zaragoza in the northeast in the valley
of the Ebro.
All the other large cities of Spain are seaports. Barcelona, the largest,
located in the northeast, is the main manufacturing center of Spain. Next
comes Valencia in the center of the east coast where the plateau recedes
from the coast, leaving a fertile plain, famous for its oranges and other
fruits. Malaga on the south coast occupies a similar but less favorable
position. Its name is connected with grapes and raisins. Passing Gibraltar
and going part way up the west coast, we come to Lisbon, the capital
of Portugal, and then to Oporto, whence comes the name of a famous
drink, port wine, made from a special kind of grape. Fruit and olives
give fame to many Iberian cities.
Each of the eight cities that have just been mentioned can be picked
out on the railroad map (A568). Madrid forms a little star; Valencia
shows a cluster of railroads radiating out into its plain, but not id most

